Evidence Based Practices in Gastrointestinal & Hepatobiliary Surgery
Govind Nandakumar

Key Features
- The book provides a practical, concise and evidence-based approach to the surgical care of the complex gastrointestinal and hepatobiliary patient.
- The practical approach of the book will make it a good adjunct to textbooks that address the pathophysiology and basic science of disease processes.
- Evidence-based approach and Landmark Trials gives the necessary background information to readers for constant review and updation of the ever changing literature.

Textbook of Surgical Gastroenterology
PK Mishra

Key Features
- A highly illustrated two volume resource for residents and practising surgeons.
- Covers a vast range of gastroenterological conditions and their surgical management from basics to advance.
- The penultimate section provides extensive information on liver transplantation, and the final section covers miscellaneous topics in gastroenterology.
- Enhanced by 1200 images, and includes two DVDs with guidance on seven surgical procedures.

Liver Biopsy Made Easy
Nalini Bansal Gupta

Key Features
- This book is meant as a ready reckoner and a desktop reference for postgraduate students of pathology.
- An attempt to aid the practising pathologists and students by providing a comprehensive source of information on the pathology of liver tissue.
- User friendly, simple and hands-on guide for the reporting of liver biopsies.
- At the end of each chapter, “Liver Biopsy Sign Out” and “Points to Remember” are given.

Techniques of Liver Surgery
Vinay Kumaran

Key Features
- Written by experienced surgeons to guide the aspiring surgeons through all the important aspects of liver surgery, its indications, techniques, etc.
- Patient selection is discussed along with techniques.
- Includes operative photographs and illustrations to clarify steps of surgery.
- Contains an elaborate description of the “W Technique”, a safe and easy technique for performing the hepatic artery anastomosis in living donor liver transplantation.
Textbook of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition
Anupam Sibal & Sarath Gopalan

Key Features
- A comprehensive and up-to-date resource covering disorders of the liver and digestive system.
- Hepatology section describes improved treatment for Hepatitis B and C in relation to liver transplantation.
- New modalities in endoscopy such as endoscopic ultrasound and capsule endoscopy in gastrointestinal disorders are also covered in detail.
- Enhanced by over 100 images and illustrations.

Liver Transplantation
Dilip Chakravarty K

Key Features
- The book discusses lucidly about the various surgical techniques (with colour pictures) and management of DDIT, LDLT, Pediatric, Split, Domino and ABO-incompatible liver transplantation, etc.
- Management of complications in the recipient on waiting list is an important aspect of this book.
- Focuses briefly on the recent advances in liver transplantation such as stem cell, hepatocyte and xenotransplantation.

Gastrointestinal Cancers (Endoscopic Imaging and Treatment)
Prateek Sharma & D Nageshwar Reddy

Key Features
- All the contributing authors have provided an in-depth review of their topics with extremely useful clinical information.
- This should provide clinicians a better and informed knowledge about the various approaches for the endoscopic diagnosis and treatment of patients with premalignant and malignant diseases of the GI tract.
- This book will provide new insights to our understanding and treatment of patients with GI cancers.

Infections of the Gastrointestinal System
Chetana Vaishnavi

Key Features
- Unique presentation.
- Multidisciplinary book with experts in the respective field.
- Comprehensive, updated knowledge of GI infections for day to day reference.
- Beneficial to consultants, physicians, surgeons, microbiologists, gastroenterologists, private practitioners and postgraduate students.

AIIIMS-MAMC-PGI Imaging Series
Diagnostic Radiology
Gastrointestinal and Hepatobiliary Imaging
Arun Kumar Gupta, et al.

Key Features
- All the chapters have been thoroughly revised and updated to include the latest information.
- Nine new chapters have been added covering the clinical and radiological aspects of ischemic bowel disease, liver transplant, inflammatory pathology for biliary tree, malignant pathology of biliary tract, chronic pancreatitis and its variants, cystic pancreatic tumors and NETs, peritoneum and mesentery, postoperative abdomen and spleen.
Textbook of Hepato-Gastroenterology
Mahmud Hasan, et al.

Key Features
- Epidemiology, etiological, clinical features, diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of hepatobiliary and GI diseases discussed at length.
- Emphasis on basic aspects of liver and GI diseases as well as on evidenced based clinical practice in hepatology and gastroenterology.
- Preventive aspects in liver, biliary, and GI diseases duly highlighted.
- Well-balanced text: neither too brief nor too elaborate.
- Expected to benefit specialists, postgraduate students, and residents alike.
- Contributors from East and West ensure balanced focus on both Eastern and Western disease patterns.
- Suitable for ready referencing.

Monogram Chronic Diarrhea
Ashis Kumar Saha & Anup Kumar Bhattacharya

Key Features
- This monogram will enrich the clinical knowledge and expertise of medical students, primary care physicians and all the practicing doctors in understanding the various causes, diagnosis and management of chronic diarrhea.
- Includes pathogenesis, pathological and clinical correlation, clinical features, complication, investigations, laboratory diagnosis, and differential diagnosis, medical and surgical treatment of every condition of diarrhea.
- Includes references for further reading.

Comprehensive Textbook of Hepatitis B
Mamun-Al-Mahtab, et al.

Key Features
- The book represents a bold step for containment of HBV and control of consequences of HBV infection.
- All chapters of this book have been compiled to provide information about clinical aspects of the HBV as well as to update recent research regarding all aspects of HBV.
- bedside information of HBV-infected patients has been provided along with the developments in the laboratory benches in different aspects of HBV.

Snapshots in Gastroenterology
S Devaji Rao

Key Features
- A comprehensive and highly illustrated collection of common clinical scenarios in gastroenterology.
- Organ-based chapters include oesophagus, stomach and duodenum, small and large intestines, appendix, rectum and anal canal, liver, gallbladder and pancreas.
- Each chapter on common disorders is clearly formatted, beginning with an introduction to the disorder, classification, etiology, pathogenesis, diagnosis, complications and management.
- Enhanced by 542 full colour images and illustrations.

Practical Hepato-Gastroenterology Prescriber
Mamun-Al-Mahtab & Sheikh Mohammad Fazle Akbar

Key Features
- A ready-reference on the subject.
- Based on current evidence, research, existing guidelines and recommendations.
- Provides up-to-date information on diagnosis and management.
- Useful for clinicians, general practitioners and postgraduate students.

Hepatic & Biliary Diseases Anesthesiologists’ Perspectives
Chandra Kant Pandey, et al.

Key Features
- The book has been designed for professionals practicing anaesthesia for hepatobiliary surgeries.
- Aim of the book is to provide up-to-date knowledge in this sub-specialty of practice of anaesthesiology.
- The text contains the discussion on the future prospects like liver support system.
- It should also be helpful for the medical professionals who are involved in the care of patients with liver diseases.
## Recent Advances in Gastroenterology – 12
**Chris Probert**

- **Key Features**
  - Practical and clinically relevant content, enhanced by key points for Clinical Practice given at the end of each chapter.
  - Chapters focus on important recent developments in the field of Gastroenterology.
  - Written by expert authors and featuring topics such as IgG4 syndrome, ulcerative colitis and luminal imaging, etc.
  - Effective as an exam revision tool for the gastroenterology portion of the MRCP (UK) and the SCE in Gastroenterology.

**Catalogue Details**
- Single Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2014
- 6.25” x 9.5” | 164 pp | 9781507816765
- ₹ 995

## Practical Gastroenterology
**V Balakrishnan & G Rajesh**

- **2nd Edition**
- **Key Features**
  - A ready reference to gastroenterology for practitioners and doctors in training.
  - Discusses the management of common clinical problems in gastroenterology and hepatology.
  - Newer modalities such as nuclear medicine and positron emission tomography (PET) and gastrointestinal (GI) manometry as well as approach to common genetic and pediatric problems in gastroenterology covered.
  - Profusion of color illustration and photographs.

**Catalogue Details**
- Full Colour | Soft Cover | 2/e, 2016
- 6.25” x 9.5” | 476 pp | 9789352501908
- ₹ 895

## Preventive Measures for Cirrhosis of Liver and its Progression
**Sharad C Shah, et al.**

- **Key Features**
  - This book covers the prevention of cirrhosis and its stages covering all aspects of cirrhosis.
  - Includes figures and diagrams at appropriate places.
  - References are included.
  - Useful to the doctors and teaching staff who teach preventive services and lay people in general.
  - A small hint is given as reversing the fibrosis, which will be the best boon for humanity.

**Catalogue Details**
- Full Colour | Hardbound | 1/e, 2016
- 6.25” x 9.5” | 166 pp | 9789352501892
- ₹ 1395

---

### Further Books

**Eureka: Gastrointestinal Medicine**
- Rachel Shakespeare, et al.

- **Catalogue Details**
- Full Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2017
- 6.25” x 9.5” | 384 pp | 9781909362737
- ₹ 1295

**Gastrointestinal Surgery Series**
- Prabin Bikram Thapa & Dhvresh Kumar Maharjan

- **Catalogue Details**
- Single Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2014
- 6.25” x 9.5” | 116 pp | 9789351523475
- ₹ 325

**A-Z Pocketbook of Gall Bladder Cancer**
- VK Kapoor

- **Catalogue Details**
- Single Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2010
- 5.5” x 8.5” | 148 pp | 9788444676407
- ₹ 295

---

**Recent Advances in Pediatrics**
- Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition (Special Vol-23)
- Suraj Gupte

**Operative Procedures in Surgical Gastroenterology**
- SP Kaushik

**Gastrointestinal Surgery Made Easy**
- S Devaji Rao

**Advances in Gastrointestinal Endoscopy**
- Manoop S Bhutani & Rakesh K Tandon

---

**IAP Specialty Series on Pediatric Gastroenterology**
- Indian Academy of Pediatrics
- Ashish Bavdekar, et al.
MCQs in Gastroenterology with Explanatory Answers
S Devaji Rao

Full Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2005
5.5" x 8.5" | 278 pp | 9788180613913 | ₹ 325

Step by Step GI Disease Case Studies: CT Enteroclysis with CD-ROM
S Devaji Rao

Full Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2006
5.5" x 8.5" | 304 pp | 9788180618291 | ₹ 550

Pedicon Workshop Manuals – 2015
Gastroenterology
Anupam Sachdeva, et al.

Full Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2016
6.25" x 9.5" | 96 pp | 9789351527497 | ₹ 295

Jaypee Gold Standard Mini Atlas Series
Diagnostic Endoscopy
Mohammad Ibranullah

Full Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2011
5.5" x 8.5" | 312 pp | 9789352505682 | ₹ 695

Percutaneous Endoscopy
HT Gangal, et al.

Full Colour | Hardbound | 1/e, 2001
7.5" x 9.5" | 122 pp | 9788171797998 | ₹ 1425

Recent Advances in Pediatrics
Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition (Special Volume 6)
Suraj Gupte

Single Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2000
5.5" x 8.75" | 600 pp | 9788171797431 | ₹ 875

Abdominal Imaging
Pocket Tutor
Rakesh Sinha

Full Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2011
4.5" x 7" | 192 pp | 9789307816048 | ₹ 895

Gynecological Endoscopic Surgery: Current Concepts
Shyam V Desai & Kurien Joseph

Single Colour | Hardbound | 1/e, 2002
7.5" x 9.75" | 192 pp | 9788171795374 | ₹ 695

Interstitial Lung Disease
Clinical Focus Series
Om P Sharma

Full Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2012
8.5" x 9" | 514 pp | 9788350252680 | ₹ 1425

Gastrointestinal Surgery
Step by Step Management
S Devaji Rao

Full Colour | Hardbound | 1/e, 2005
8.5" x 11" | 216 pp | 9788186614293 | ₹ 1750

Jaypee Gold Standard Mini Atlas Series
Diagnostic Radiology Hepatobiliary and Gastrointestinal Diseases
Sheo Kumar & Archana Gupta

Two Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2010
5.5" x 8.5" | 140 pp | 9789380704036 | ₹ 495

Jaypee Gold Standard Mini Atlas Series
Gastrointestinal Surgery
S Devaji Rao

Full Colour | Soft Cover | 1/e, 2009
4.75" x 6" | 436 pp | 9788164645861 | ₹ 995

Atlas of Gastrointestinal Imaging
Sunitha Lingareddy

Single Colour | Hardcover | 1/e, 2006
8.5" x 11" | 300 pp | 9788194481211 | ₹ 3995

Euroasian Journal of Hepato-Gastroenterology
Hasan Ozkan & Sheikh Mohammad Fazle Akbar

Forthcoming Titles
Clinical Gastro-Surgery
Deepak Goel

Bedtime Gastroenterology
Manoj K Ghoda

Tentative Covers
Medquiz
An e-learning platform by Jaypee exclusively for health science students. It is an initiative for aspiring medicos to practice and evaluate their knowledge and skills under the guidance of subject experts. This continuous evaluation program helps novices to transform themselves into expert health science professionals.

There are two types of tests available on the portal, i.e. Grand Quiz and Demo Quiz. Grand Quiz opens occasionally for which cash prizes and certificates will be awarded to the winners whereas Demo quiz will remain open throughout the year for students to practice anytime once they get registered with us.

For more updates, please visit: http://medquiz.jaypeeapps.com